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Organised by Robe Ligh ng Asia Pacific, this year's 
Robe Ligh ng Networking Night was held on 10 
November at the Skyfall Roo op Restrobar in 
Singapore. It was a night to connect and mee ng of 
similar minds from our industry over food and 
drinks. The well a ended event saw ligh ng 
designers, owners of rental houses, integrators, and 
ligh ng enthusiasts. 
 
Leading the Robe Ligh ng team was Josef Valchar, 
CEO of Robe Ligh ng, Harry von den Stemmen who 
looks a er global key accounts, Jens Poehlker, 
Managing Director of Robe Ligh ng APAC, and the 
APAC sales team of Alan Tham and Kar k Keyan. 
 
Capitalising on their exper se as a premium moving 
light manufacturer, the Czech company con nues to 
define new standards and expecta ons in moving 
light technology. The Singapore event was also an 
opportunity to get a first hand look at the much 
an cipated new mul ‐func onal moving light 
fixtures: iBeam 250™, iFORTE™, iPointe®, and 
iParFect 150™ RGBW. 
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Robe Ligh ng Networking Night 2022 in Singapore 



These IP65‐rated fixtures for outdoor 
applica on were fully tested when the 
skies opened up with a thunderous 
storm and the Robe fixtures con nued 
to work without any problems even 
when being drenched with heavy rains. 

Having a live product demonstra on 
allowed everyone a good chance to see 
the product for real, especially through 
two years of covid restric ons, and 
knowing that the units are ready for 
immediate shipping. 

 

 

 

 

www.robe.cz 
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The worldwide applica on of ROE 
Visual’s Black Pearl BP2V2 upholds its 
unique posi on in the content 
produc on market as the ideal display 
solu on. Regarded as the standard LED 
display for in‐camera performance, the 
BP2V2 panel has undoubtedly become 
the top choice for projects in virtual 
produc on, demonstra ng immersive 
digital environments with unparalleled 
color vibrancy and ligh ng accuracy 
 
The Rise of BP2V2  
Since 2018, virtual produc on 
technology has con nued to make its 
way into the public eye. First, film and 
entertainment crea ves began u lizing 
virtual LED backdrops in content 
crea on to expedite post‐produc on 

melines and create more immersive 
sets. At that point, the Black Pearl 2 
series experienced stringent tes ng in 
all aspects and proved to be the 
op mal choice for in‐camera use. The 
final success of The Mandalorian 
witnessed the beginning of the virtual 
produc on era.  
 
In line with the constant expansion of 
the virtual produc on space, the 
technology behind the Black Pearl LED 
panels has been updated. In 2020, ROE 
Visual launched the BP2V2 panel to  

meet the higher standards created by 
the industry. The product became an 
immediate hit, favored by the experts 
for its high‐quality components and 
efficient setup.  
 
In 2022, the Black Pearl series was 
commemorated when the PXO & WFW 
Vancouver stage became the world's  

largest LED volume, recognized by the 
Guinness World Records. The massive 
LED volume consists of over 2,500 ROE 
Visual panels. This achievement 
represents the unrivaled market 
posi on of ROE Visual in LED stages. By 
now, virtual produc on facili es using 
BP2V2 les have extended worldwide. 
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Black Pearl BP2V2 remains indispensable  
in virtual produc on 

The Worldwide Application of ROE Visual’s Black Pearl BP2V2 



BP2V2 in Film Studios 
ROE Visual's Black Pearl BP2V2 LED 
panels feature in film studios around 
the world, including PXO & WFW 
Stages, Monolith Studios, Cineci à 
Studios, Nordisk Film Shortcut Stage,  

 
Ne lix Studios, TDC Stages, Amazon 
Studios, XR Studios, and more. The 
series has won the trust and reputa on 
of various customers in North America, 
Europe, and Asia‐Pacific regions.  

 

Equipped with BP2V2 LED‐based virtual 
produc on technology, studios offer 
film and TV producers new, crea ve 
op ons to op mize their produc on 
workflow, crea ng flexible and cost‐
effec ve shoo ng solu ons. 
 
BP2V2 in Use 
Over the years, countless projects have 
been produced with the help of the 
BP2V2 LED canvas.  Content producers 
can now dream up any concept and see 
it come to life on LED displays in real‐

me, for TV and film produc ons, 
broadcasts, concerts, exhibi ons, and 
beyond. 
 
"The posi ve feedback from our valued 
customers has been tremendous, 
allowing us to build solid global 
partnerships in this industry segment. 
Focusing on users' needs, we're 
confident that our products will 
con nue to make a difference." Grace 
Kuo, Sales Director at ROE Visual, says, 
"We appreciate our customers' trust 
and support. We look forward to more 
amazing projects supported by our 
BP2V2 LED panels." 
 
www.roevisual.com 
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Located in a Village of Zhejiang Province, there is a tourism 
cultural drama:“Qing Xi Jiang Hu”.  
 
“Qing Xi Jiang Hu”is a drama to present tradi onal stories in  
Nan Song Dynasty. It delivers the endeavor and spirit to young 
people. And showing the dreams of freedom and happiness! 
 
The drama is adop ng Silver Star NEPTUNE SUPER BEAM‐high 
power strong IP65 laser moving beam, also NEPTUNE 700 
PROFILE‐IP65 moving profile, both 2 outdoor moving heads work 
perfectly to create an incredible performance for the audiences 
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A tourism cultural drama: “Qing Xi Jiang Hu” 
supported by Silver Star NEPTUNE moving heads 



 

"Qingxi Jianghu" drama will be a long‐term performance in 
this ancient town. Since this is not only a drama, it is more 
like vision for our country of "common prosperity for 
everyone", relying on the landscape and outdoor cultural 
performance shows, it build up a strong bridge between 
countryside and urban ci es, driving the cultural tourism 
and economy prosperous, achieving our dreams to get 
freedom and happiness together. 
 

www.yajiang.cn 
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Recently, the upgrade works of the 
news live stream room of ShanXi 
Broadcast TV sta on has been 
finished, around 100 square meters of 
GLOSHINE fine pixel pitch LED video 
screens assisted it construct the HD 
vision world to display the modern 
development of ShanXi. This has been 
one of the most important projects of 
live stream video display of Shan’Xi 
Broadcast TV Sta on since 2021 
upgrade of the HD broadcast system. 
 
Since then, ShanXi Broadcast TV sta on
‐ the Shan’Xi Convergence Media Group 
has upgraded its video walls one a er 
another. The news live stream room as 
one of the most important studio, it has 
the highest requirements of LED video 
screens.  
 
The news studio applied GLOSHINE AW 
series fine pixel pitch LED screens, AR 
series floor displays, ZE series HD 
screens as its main screen of  

background, screen of interview and 
sta on broadcast displays, and the floor 
screens of broadcast and control table, 
ceiling screens, MESH screen of the 
interview room, to realize HD video 
broadcast. 
 
GLOSHINE excellent screen made HD 
new visual world 
 
In the news studio of ShanXi Broadcast 
TV Sta on, its main background screen  

and its interview rooms, its sta on 
broadcast screens were GLOSHINE AW 
series fine pixel pitch screens. With 
their smooth and curve surfaces and 
vivid display effects which can be 
broadcasted in a very close distance 
had presented a perfect high defini on 
image. 
 
Main background Screen of news 
broadcast 
 

In the studio with 
hundred square meters 
space, the main 
background screen was 
located in the center, a 
11.4m width by 2.37m 
height AW1.56mm high 
defini on video wall 
with smooth and curve 
appearance was 
provided by Shenzhen 
GLOSHINE technologies 
LTD. 
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GLOSHINE LED screen se led in ShanXi Broadcast  
TV sta on, HD vision assists news studio 



 
 
The AW series fine pixel pitch video 
screen came with wide visual angel and 
high defini on of visual effect has 
supported the camera a smooth, 
noiseless HD live broadcast. 

 
Main background video wall of 
interview room  
GLOSHINE AW1.87 fine pixel pitch  
HD screen 

 
The screen of new media studio 
GLOSHINE AW1.56mm fine pixel  
pitch HD screen 
 
The GLOSHINE AW series HD screen 
comes with a golden ra o of 16:9 vision  

meet the aesthe c vision of human eyes 
offered stable quality of image, vivid 
and smooth colors, auto‐adjustment of 
brightness and extreme high defini on 
effects. Its back‐up power supply and 
receiving card design support front 
maintenance which has been applied 
popularly in TV studios, CCTV, 
commercial supermarket exposi on, 
adver sing media, video conference 
and cinemas. 
 
Floor screen of the broadcast and 
control table  
GLOSHINE AR1.95mm LED floor screen 

The broadcast and control table 
equipped with the AR1.95mm floor 
screen, it’s the first me that the fine 
pixel pitch LED floor screen used in the 
permanent project. The circular floor 
screen covered by the tempering glass 
resisted heavy weight and displayed 
stable and vivid images.  
 
 
Curve ceiling decora on screen 
GLOSHINE ZE2.6mm HD LED video 
display 

 

At the top of the studio, the curve 
screen and the MESH LED video display 
of the interview room, was provided by 
GLOSHINE, its ZE2.6mm HD LED video 
screen. As a classic rental high 
defini on LED screen, GLOSHINE ZE 
series has the super stable 
performance, output las ng and stable 
of HD images, vivid colors and high 
reducibility. 
 
MESH screen of interview room 
GLOSHINE ZE2.6mm HD LED video 
screen 

 
Conclusion part: 
ShanXi Broadcast TV Sta on, as ‘The 
Origin of Road of Silk’, is the portal 
media of western China. It covers 
almost 900 million audiences. In 2021, 
incorpora ng with AW1.25mm fine 
pixel pitch, the TV news studio 
background LED screen and the civil life 
channel HD LED display has realized the 
Zero‐distance with the live stream 
hosts and output high defini on live 
broadcas ng.  
 
In 2022, GLOSHINE AW  
series fine pixel pitch LED screens 
se led in the news studio and worked 
again and fully realized the HD news 
broadcast visual effect.  
 
Shenzhen GLOSHINE Technologies LTD, 
as a manufacturer of fine pixel pitch 
LED displays, always develops products 
with high quality, stable performance 
and easy‐installing to win the market. 
As a famous brand of Shenzhen and 
one of the top 500 enterprises, 
GLOSHINE will con nuously develop 
reliable and stable LED video screens to 
the broadcas ng industry. 
 

 

www.gloshine.com 
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Mian background Screen of news broadcast 



To transform the commercial building 
61 Robinson into a luxurious office 
space, LuxLight Pte Ltd, and the 
ligh ng consultants involved in this 
project selected and installed a 
comprehensive selec on of Mar n 
Professional ligh ng solu ons. 
 
Nestled in Singapore’s Central Business 
District, 61 Robinson is a 20‐story 
commercial building previously known 
as Robinson Center. Built in 2000, the 
building features an art deco‐inspired 
marble facade ornate classical 
architecture that provides a dis nc ve, 
memorable look.  
 
To modernize and reinvigorate the 
space, the owners of 61 Robinson 
wanted to remodel the lobby and 
convert the fi h‐level parking garage  

into an office building. These major 
renova ons therefore required a 
ligh ng system that both accentuated 
the structural altera ons and 
complemented the building’s exis ng 
features.  

To meet these requirements, the 
LuxLight team and ligh ng consultants 
implemented solu ons from the Mar n 
Exterior Wash and VC‐Dot Series, as 
well as P3 Series controllers and 
so ware. 
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LuxLight and Socialight Crea ve Ligh ng Studio 
choose Mar n Professional to illuminate 61 Robinson



With sleek, modern designs, the 
Exterior Wash 100 and Exterior Wash 
200 provide 1,800 lumens and 6,500 
lumens, respec vely, while also 
complemen ng the building’s 
contemporary aesthe cs. Addi onally, 
both lights feature six different beam 
angle op ons as well as snoot  

a achments for a wide range of ligh ng  
op ons, from widespread washes to 
focused beams.  
 
Along with the Exterior Washes, the 
installa on team u lized Mar n VC‐Dot 
4 string‐based video lights to ensure 
versa le and striking LED video effects  

throughout the space. From facades 
and backdrops to stage ligh ng and art 
installa ons, the VC Dots provide 61 
Robinson with ample crea ve 
possibili es thanks to their flexible 
installa on, pixel‐level color control 
and long working lifespan. For the 
backend, the Mar n P3PowerPort 
1000IP with advanced imaging 
technology offers simple and 
responsive control of the Dots for 
bright, impac ul visuals that translate 
both indoors and outside. 
 
Finally, Mar n P3 System Controllers 
offer several ways to manipulate the 
light fixtures that cover 61 Robinson’s 
marble facade. The P3 System 
Controllers feature advanced 
calibra on and color‐matching 
between fixture types, which offer a 
wider range of visual possibili es.  
 
Overall, the resul ng system delivered 
op mal ligh ng and enhanced the 
building’s beau ful roof design. Both 
the dynamic effects and easy‐to‐use 
controls granted 61 Robinson staff the 
freedom to change the building’s 
appearance for special events or fes ve 
occasions.  
 
A spokesperson from 61 Robinson 
thanked the installa on team for their 
inven veness and care during the 
project from start to finish. The project 
owners are thrilled with the cu ng‐
edge ligh ng solu ons from Mar n 
Professional and the crea ve poten al 
they provide, thanks to their ease of 
use and versa lity.  
 
“61 Robinson now boasts an iconic 
facade with visually appealing ligh ng 
effects, boos ng the nigh me view of 
Singapore’s downtown area,” said 
Amar Subash, Director, Channel 
Management and Audio Solu ons, 
HARMAN Professional Solu ons, APAC. 
“We would like to thank LuxLight Pte 
Ltd and Socialight Crea ve Ligh ng 
Studio for the opportunity to 
collaborate on this very iconic project.” 
 
 
www.pro.harman.com 

www.mar n.com 
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Ayrton is delighted to see Hope Church 
in Singapore invest in a further 
shipment of Eurus Profile luminaires 
through its exclusive distributor for 
Singapore, Total Solu on Marke ng. 
The new fixtures will complement the 
Church’s exis ng stock of Eurus Profile 
that were first purchased in 2021.  
 
Part of Ayrton’s 6 Series, Eurus Profile is 
its first mul ‐func on profile luminaire 
to be launched under the new SLIM‐21 
TM programme for miniaturising 
fixtures and reducing their weight, and 
boasts op cs specifically developed for 
applica ons requiring perfect image 
reproduc on.  
 
Mr. Steven Yeoh, Technical Director at 
Hope Church, explains how they came 
to choose more of this par cular 
fixture, and how the fixtures will be 
used at the Church: “Hope Church 
Singapore organises various events 
within our 1400‐seater The Axis 
Auditorium. Our programme ranges  

from small scale musicals to 
contemporary live band concerts.  
We chose to add three more Eurus  
Profile fixtures because we consider 
them to be great value for money 
considering the excellent performance 
they give. Also, we know Ayrton to be  
a reputable brand and we have received 
consistently good post‐sales and 
technical support from TSM for many 
years.”  
 
In this instance the Eurus Profile fixtures 
are mounted on a flybar 9m above 
centre stage to provide extra ligh ng 
effects and to complement the Church’s 
four exis ng Eurus Profile units.  
 
“We decided on a repeat order of these 
fixtures because we found them very 
easy to set up and very powerful,” 
con nues Mr Yeoh. “We par cularly like 
the intense output which is maintained 
even when adding the prisms or any of 
the plethora of gobos. We were 
impressed by the range of gobo,  

prism and anima on wheel op ons 
which we can use to match our mo on 
graphics video LED wall, and found 
them easy to manipulate in real me to 
suit the atmosphere of the event. 
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Ayrton Eurus Profile proves the versa le solu on  
for Hope Church in Singapore 



 

 “Eurus Profile works perfectly for us in the church environment, 
because of its versa lity and the benefit of it having all the 
feature sets required for either a profile spot or a wash fixture. 
They are exactly what we need and perform really well.”  
 
“We are excited and grateful to Hope Church with their repeat 
investment, for trus ng and acknowledging the quality and 
performance of Ayrton Eurus Profile,” comments Terence Yee, 
from Total Solu on Marke ng. “We are thankful to see more 
Ayrton fixtures in the local House of Worship community.” 
 
www.tsm‐int.com 

www.ayrton.eu 
Photos © Hope Church 
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When a retailer staged its first public 
exhibi on in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia it 
kicked off the event with a glamorous 
party for 300 VIP guests capped by a 
light and drone show in the heart of 
the city. 
 
Ligh ng Designer Michael Chan of 
Singapore‐based Ligh ng Insomnia 
designed the lights and lasers for the 
event using 120 Claypaky Mythos 2 
fixtures mounted the 6th Floor of Suria 
KLCC (the roo op), which is connected 
to the Twin Towers on both sides.  
Guests a ending the party at the 
nearby Sky Garden at Permata Sapura 
were invited into the garden at the 
close of the evening to enjoy the 
surprise of a thrilling aerial show. 
 
“As the first private event to be held at 
the Petronas Twin Towers, the idea was 
to have power light beams emit from 
the towers and create an awe inspiring 
light and drone show in the heart of  

the city,” explains Michael.   
“I believe it was the first me 
that beams lights were 
allowed to be placed on the 
roo op of Suria KLCC and, if 
that's true, I am very honored 
to be the first person to do a 
light show there!”   
 
Michael is a ligh ng designer 
working on a wide gamut of 
arts, entertainment and 
installa on projects ranging 
from musicals, concerts and 
events to galleries, exhibi ons 
and architainment. 
 
The party celebrated the exhibi on in 
Workshop 3, Sentul Depot, September  
2‐18, which honored the jeweler’s logo 
with immersive installa ons showcasing 
the history of the brand. To mark the 
event, the Petronas Twin Towers were 
bathed in red by adding filters to its 
architectural lights.  

Michael used six 25w RGB lasers and 
120 Claypaky Mythos 2 to create a 12‐
minute light beam and laser show for 
the guests 500 meters away at the 
party venue.  The show was completely 
synchronized via mecode with a 
musical score and more than 300 
drones with RGBW LEDs, which formed 
various icons and anima ons along the 
skyline. 
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Mythos 2 celebrate retailer in Kuala Lumpur 
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“I chose Mythos 2 because it is the 
most powerful and reliable beam 
fixture currently available in the SEA 
rental market,” notes Michael.  “The 
Mythos 2 met my needs for full CMY 
color mixing along with the ability to 
create an incredibly powerful, narrow 
beam with a 2.5º aperture.” 
 
Michael reports that, “the show went 
amazingly well” despite a wet and 
stormy night.  “We powered the lights 
on seconds before the show, and the 
beams lit up even the storm clouds 
above the Towers crea ng a stunning 
effect.” 
 
Claypaky distributor Acous c & Ligh ng 
Systems (A&L) sold the Mythos 2 
fixtures to rental company Audio 
Synergy Projects & Concepts Sdn Bhd 
(ASPC), which provided the equipment 
and setup for the show. 

  

Lighting Designer Michael Chan 



PT ASIIS Indonesia recently 
designed, supplied and installed 
the sound reinforcement and 
ligh ng systems for the GBI 
Keluarga Allah PIK in Indonesia. 
Established in 2006, ASIIS 
Indonesia has proven us to be 
one of the most respected 
professional audio system 
integrators in Indonesia. 
 
The sound reinforcement for the church includes a Clair Brothers main 
L/R configura on of 6 x C10‐M‐100, 6 x C10‐M‐120 line array elements 
plus 8 x CS218 subs, and 6 x P8‐P‐95 loudspeakers. The main system is 
driven by 3 x CB‐D80‐4l and 2 x CB‐D2000‐4L power amplifiers. The 
overflow delay system configura on u lizes 2 x 10SPOT and a P8‐P‐95 
loudspeaker, all powered by a single CB‐D80‐4L amplifier. For the foyer 
entrance, the system u lizes only 4 x P8‐P‐95 loudspeakers. 
 
The main audio mixing system uses 2 x SSL L200 with SSL SB3225 
stageboxes, and SuperRack SoundGrid plugins, Axis One Waves qualified 
Host, Extreme C Half‐rack Waves compa ble SoundGrid Server.  
Monitor mixing system comprises an eMo on LV 64 st live mixer with 
full eMO D5 comp/gate/expander/leveler/ limiter/d'esser, Axis One 
Waves qualified Host, Extreme C Half‐rack, SoundStudio STG‐2412, 
SoundStudio STG‐1608, and Netgear Waves SG Qualified Switch 8 ports.  
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ASIIS Indonesia installs full CHAUVET and  
Clair Brothers systems in GBI Keluarga Allah PIK 



 
Broadcast mixing system comprises 
another eMo on LV 64 st. Axis One 
Waves qualified Host, Extreme C Half‐
rack, DSPRO StageGrid 1000, and 
Netgear ports. 
 
The ligh ng system is a full CHAUVET 
rig boas ng a stunning inventory of  
28 x R3 Beam, 8 x R3 Spot, 6 x R1 
Beamwash, 27 x STRIKE Array 4, 17 x 
Ova on F195VW w/barndoor,  

 

 
16 x Ova o P56 FC, 10 x 
COLORdash PAR H12IP, 12 x 
Data Stream 8  DMX spli ers, 
and 8 x Net‐XII rack‐
mountable Ethernet‐to‐DMX 
nodes. Control is on a 
Chamsys MagicQ MQ250 
Stadium console. 
 
asiis‐indonesia.com 
Photos ©  ASIIS Indonesia 
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Ayrton and Procom Middle East have 
entered into a distribu on agreement 
for the Middle East region. Procom  
will take the responsibility for the 
marke ng, sales, technical support  
and development for the Ayrton 
product catalogue in the GCC  
including UAE and Saudi Arabia.  
 
Ayrton is one of the world’s most 
recognized manufacturers of 
entertainment and architainment LED 
moving lights. Ayrton’s products are a 
mainstay in world tours as well as the 
most pres gious venues around the 
world. From the moment of its launch, 
Ayrton became the main choice for 
ligh ng designers in television 
produc on, theatre, and high‐profile 
events.  
 
Procom is one of the most trusted 
names in the AV distribu on industry in 
the Middle East. It is well known among 
rental and produc on companies, 
integrators, music venues, and the 
hospitality sector. Procom has a strong 
por olio of professional ligh ng and  

stage equipment that goes hand‐in‐
hand with Ayrton. Procom offers 
customers project and product support 
services across the region. It services 
the market from its state‐of‐the‐art 
showroom and demo‐space in Dubai, as 
well as a service centre that will extend 
Ayrton’s factory warranty.  
 
“As the region welcomes increasingly 
high‐profile ligh ng shows, the demand 
for performance luminaires at the 
cu ng edge of technology is increasing, 
and hence the demand for Ayrton 
products,” says Rami Harfouch, Business 
Development Manager at Procom. 
“Ayrton and Procom complement each 
other in the region, bringing together 
product recogni on and local service 
and support” 
 
Procom will be carrying inventory from 
the Ayrton catalogue and will offer an 
extensive demo experience in Procom’s 
showroom in Dubai. Procom will work 
hand in hand with industry 
professionals to make the product 
accessible on all levels.  
 

“We are excited to welcome Procom as 
our new distributor and to see the 
brand growing further in the future”, 
comments Michael Althaus, Global 
Sales Director of Ayrton. “Appoin ng a 
distributor is never easy, but Procom 

cks just all the boxes and their passion 
for distribu on and stage ligh ng is 
second to none. Hard to find elsewhere 
in the region.” 
 
www.ayrton.eu 
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Procom Middle East to distribute Ayrton  
in the UAE, Saudi Arabia and the GCC 



Deakin University and Dreamscreen 
have signed a landmark partnership 
agreement to significantly improve the 
na on’s film and entertainment 
industry. The university has put a large 
investment in ROE Visual Black Pearl 
panels and associated equipment from 
Technical Direc on Company (TDC), 
which marks a coming advanced virtual 
produc on facility in Geelong, Australia. 
 
With the rise of LED volumes 
worldwide, this new opportunity to  

achieve win‐win results for both par es 
brings further benefits to the local 
digital technology and crea ve industry. 
Equipped with ROE Visual Black Pearl 
BP2V2 les and the con nuing reliable 
technical support by TDC, the new state
‐of‐the‐art virtual produc on studio in 
Geelong will lead forward in the 
Australian film market, being Australia’s 
largest university‐owned virtual 
produc on facility. 
 
Forming a massive LED wall of 26m x 

6m, the BP2V2 
panels are 
ready to show 
their unrivaled 
in‐camera 
performance. 
BP2V2 
performs 
perfectly for 
virtual 
produc on 
with its high 
frame rate, 
high fresh rate, 
and low scan 
lines, adding 
quicker and 
easier camera 

setup and handling. The excellent 
features make it ideal for TV and Film 
applica ons. Working together with 
ROE Visual LEDs on numerous 
occasions, Dreamscreen Australia 
featured Black Pearl BP2V2 panels out 
of trust and foresight. La Brea Season 1 
was shot in front of a BP2V2 screen, 
crea ng an immersive digital 
environment in the shoo ng process. 
 
Filmmaker and Dreamscreen Australia 
founder and chief execu ve Clayton 
Jacobson found virtual produc on as 
the inevitable culmina on of film 
produc on and gaming technology. 
"Virtual produc on requires the close 
collabora on of many different 
filmmaking disciplines, both tradi onal 
and new, working closely together on 
stage to deliver breath‐taking real‐ me 
effects." Mr. Jacobson con nued, “We 
are dedicated to more crea ve 
produc ons with the latest techniques. 
And ROE Visual provides vital support 
in LED technology, offering an ideal 
display solu on with stunning in‐
camera performance.” 
 
www.roevisual.com 
Photos © Dreamscape Australia 
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ROE Visual Black Pearl BP2V2 selected for  
virtual produc on studio in Australia 



Robert Juliat is very proud to 
announce that the famous Zepp series 
of venues in Asia has invested in more 
RJ fixtures with the addi on of 6 RJ Oz 
600W LED followspots delivered to the 
new Zepp Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia. 
 
The Oz fixtures were specified by 
Yukiteru Hayashi of Sogo Butai, and 
supplied by Total Solu on Marke ng 
Pte Ltd, RJ’s partner for Malaysia. Zepp 
Kuala Lumpur is a mul ‐purpose venue 
with a sea ng capacity of 2414 which 
hosts concerts, comedy shows, 
musicals, drama and seminars. 
 
The RJ Oz followspots were selected as 
the best fixture to meet the varied 
demands of the venue’s requirements 
and the types of show Zepp KL puts on.  

“The flexible features of RJ fixtures will 
be highly appreciated by our followspot 
operators,” says Arnan Rahman, Senior 
Manager for Zepp KL. “I cannot wait to 
see what wonderful stages they will 
accomplish in different scenes with 
these extremely high‐quality lights. I am 
just so honoured that our hall can make 
use of such famous fixtures which are 
born from 103‐years of historical 
development.” 
 
The Oz followspots are rigged on a 
pla orm 10m above stage level with a 
throw distance of approximately 25m. 
“Unlike other venues in Kuala Lumpur, 
the operators are happy to have six 
followspots to operate instead of just 
two or three,” says Mr Rahman. “They 
enjoy the fact that the followspots  

 

are placed high above the audience 
seats and equipped with a chair so that 
they can operate in a comfortable 
posi on. They also commented that the 
Oz followspots have such a high quality, 
smooth and beau fully bright light that 
it is simply a pleasure to handle them.” 
 
“Oz is so well‐calculated ergonomically 
that even followspot operators who 
haven’t used the same type of model 
are able to handle them so easily,” 
confirms Yukiteru Hayashi. “It is worth 
no ng that Oz uses an LED source, 
meaning there's no need to change the 
light bulbs and it saves energy. We are 
glad to have access to Oz which is both 
economical and ecological at the same 

me. It is no wonder that Oz is 
appreciated among well‐known venues 
in Japan. Naturally I chose Oz for Zepp 
KL, just like I did for Zepp Fukuoka, 
Zepp Haneda and KT Zepp Yokohama.” 
 
“Robert Juliat has been incredibly 
successful in all the Zepp venues,” 
confirms Yukiteru Hayashi. “But we 
really love the outcome of Zepp Kuala 
Lumpur, it is really the best Zepp I've 
ever seen. We are so proud we could 
work on it during pandemic, even as a 

ny part of the role.” 
 

robertjuliat.com 
tsm‐int.com 
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This summer, the Singapore 
Interna onal Fes val of Arts (SIFA) 
returned to the Southeast Asian city 
island for the first me in two years. 
Titled The Anatomy of Performance ‐ 
Ritual, the event featured over 70 
performances staged at seven unique 
sites and venues. Opening the fes val 
with a performance in a defunct  
power sta on, SIFA presented the 
Singapore Chinese Orchestra in  
L‐ISA Immersive Hyperreal Sound 
provided by J5 Produc ons. 
 
Staged in the decommissioned Pasir 
Panjang Power Sta on, a cavernous 
industrial space built in steel and 
concrete, the show brought together 
costume designers, photographers, 
filmmakers, set, ligh ng, and sound 
designers, as well as mul media ar sts 
to transport audiences into the pris ne 
rainforests of Southeast Asia. SIFA 
appointed Jeffrey Yue of Ctrl Fre@k to 
design and manage the audio system.  
“When designing the audio system, I 
knew that the in mate " Fragments " 
concert at the space’s 30‐metre high 
ceilings and floor‐ to‐ceiling metallic 
pillars would generate heavy sound 
reflec ons throughout the cavernous 
power sta on,” says Yue. The 
experienced sound and system designer 
knew that achieving a high degree of 
intelligibility and faithful reinforcement  

of the orchestra would be an immense 
challenge. The absence of acous cal 
treatment in the space and the audible 
fan noise of an air condi oning system 
added to the challenge. 
 
Five hangs of two A Series—one A15i 
Focus and one A15i Wide each—were 
hung at the height of 6‐metres to 
ensure the precise coverage of the 
audience sea ng area only. Two SB28 
subwoofers were deployed in cardioid 
mode to minimise low‐frequency 
interference on the stage, where a total 
of 56 microphones were used to 
capture the various instruments of the 
Chinese orchestra. L‐Acous cs X12 and 
X8 coaxial enclosures were used for 
onstage monitoring.  

The whole system was driven by LA8 
and LA4X simplified controllers.  
 
Their calcula on proved effec ve for 
the applica on, with 94.7% of the 
seated audience falling inside the  
L‐ISA zone of immersive coverage.  
The performance was mixed using the  
L‐ISA Controller na vely integrated  
into a DigiCo SD5, backed by an  
L‐ISA Processor, before output via  
L‐Acous cs amplified controllers to  
the main scene system. 
 
 
l‐acous cs.com 

ctrlfreak.sg 
 
Photo © Art House Limited 
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Soundvision calculations showed  
that 94.7% of the seated audience  

fell inside the L-ISA zone of coverage 
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Mar n Professional appoints Installed Ligh ng  

Consultant Rela onship Manager, EMEA 
Mar n Professional 
con nues to grow their 
dynamic ligh ng team 
with the appointment of 
Sean O’Callaghan as 
Installed Ligh ng 
Consultant Rela onship 
Manager, EMEA. With 
over twenty years’ experience of specifica on ligh ng sales, Sean has a 
strong track record in delivering projects in loca ons as diverse as Dubai 
Creek Harbour, Kuwait Tennis Courts, Oxford Street Projec ons, SAKS 5th 
Avenue & The Peak Hong Kong – to name a few. Having started his career 
with HID products in exterior applica ons, Sean was increasingly drawn to 
working on projects that created themes with light, no ng his love of the 
range, challenges and uniqueness associated with these projects. Along 
with the pleasure of seeing them in opera on over the years. Sean adds, “I 
am thrilled to be working with the Mar n Professional team. The passion 
that I have for ligh ng is really echoed throughout the team. Mar n is the natural fit for my interests and skills.” Ben Payne, 
Director of Ligh ng for EMEA says, “Sean brings with him a wealth of experience and knowledge. Mar n has really exci ng 

mes ahead. In the crea on of Sean’s role, we are expanding a dynamic and passionate team. We are delighted to welcome 
Sean on board” 
www.pro.harman.com 

www.mar n.com 

The ROE Visual team is 
pleased to announce the 
appointment of Khalid 
Sweidan as Vice President of 
Sales in the Middle East and 
Africa. True to its philosophy 
of offering local support, the 
expansion of its sales staff 
with a regional‐based and 
na ve Arab‐speaking sales 
execu ve, ROE Visual, taps 
into the growing 
opportuni es in this MEA 
region. The growing market 
in the Middle East and Africa has made it necessary for ROE Visual to expand its efforts in the region. The subsidiary ROE 
Visual MEA sales office will offer regional support and service, enhancing ROE's growth opportuni es, service, and customer 
sa sfac on. Khalid brings more than 20 years of sales leadership experience in the MEA region with several mul na onals 
like Sony, Barco, and FOR‐A. He has developed and executed regional business plans for the channel partners and worked 
closely with the region’s top‐end users and broadcasters to enhance the presence at C‐level Execu ves. “For nearly two 
decades, ROE Visual has been at the forefront in innova ng and developing visual solu ons that have exceeded the 
expecta ons of the world's most demanding customers. With the massive growth in high‐end video display solu ons in the 
Middle East, now is the right me to have a formal presence in the region to be close to our customers and to be able to 
cater to their service requirements. I feel very excited to be a part of the ROE organiza on, which is fully commi ed to 
growing and capturing business in the MEA region,” said Khalid. 
www.roevisual.com 

ROE Visual expands focus on MEA market 



Bri sh‐Norwegian DJ, YouTuber and 
record producer Alan Walker returned 
to India for a four‐city Sunburn Arena  
Tour last April that turned out legions 
of fans in Mumbai, Bengaluru, 
Hyderabad and Gurgaon.  His 
Bengaluru show featured 28 Claypaky 
Mythos 2 hybrid lights provided by 
Reynold’s Sound & Ligh ng Service 
where Felix Remedios is the Director. 
 
Walker, best known for his cri cally 
acclaimed single "Faded" which was 
cer fied pla num in 14 countries, was 
joined on stage by German singer‐
songwriter Au/Ra and Norwegian singer
‐songwriter Julie Bergan.  Walker was 
last in India with the Avia on Tour India 
leg in 2019.  He has collaborated with 
Bruno Mars, Miley Cyrus, Sia and Avicii 
and supported ar sts such as Jus n 
Bieber, Rihanna and Kygo performing at 
some of the world’s top music fes vals. 
 
Walker’s EDM concert in Bengaluru was 
one of the biggest post‐lockdown 
shows in India a rac ng an audience of 
some 10,000 people. “Alan Walker is 
super energe c so to match key ligh ng 
with the ar st Claypaky Mythos 2  

fixtures were 
chosen for their 
powerful beam 
and amazing mid
‐air effects,” says 
Pankil Ahuja, 
Claypaky Sales 
Manager for the 
Indian Sub‐
Con nent.  “The 
fixtures helped 
to create 
something really 
cool and eye catching that conveyed  
the feel of EDM to Alan’s fans.” 
 
The complement of Mythos 2 key lights 
was posi oned on the main stage where 
they fulfilled several func ons.  “As 
hybrid fixtures the Mythos 2 not only 
served as key lights; their versa lity 
enabled the Ligh ng Designer Kenneth 
Tangen to switch to beam mode when 
desired and spot mode to highlight 
Alan,” Ahuja explains.  “Mythos 2 
fixtures are also packed with amazing 
effects and colors offering even more 
advantages to the designer.  They 
proved to be as dynamic as Alan’s 
performance on stage!” 
 
 

Shipra Venkatesh, Technical Producer, 
concludes, "As a touring LD, Kenneth is 
open to and works at making most of 
the features any subs tute has to offer. 
With bright lamps, cool gobos and good 
func onality, the Clay Paky Mythos is a 
solid hybrid fixture. The Bangalore 
show took place in the midst of a 
complete downpour and we didn't lose 
a single light. That was a huge highlight 
for all of us and will always be special. 
Shoutout to the en re crew.” 
 
 
 
claypaky.com 
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Chris e laser projectors deliver dazzling visuals  
at redeveloped Milan Mela complex in Kolkata 

Chris e® Crimson Series laser projectors are 
ligh ng up the façade of Milan Mela, the largest 
exhibi on facility in Kolkata that is well 
posi oned to become one of India’s finest 
integrated trade pavilion complexes. The 
redeveloped complex, spread over 22 acres, is 
aimed at promo ng trade and industry, arts and 
culture in Bengal. It houses two massive pavilions 
featuring a total exhibi on space of over 31,000 
square meters (333,861 square feet) for hos ng 
global events and fairs. At night, the white tensile 
fabric that forms Milan Mela’s iconic angular‐
shaped roof structure becomes the canvas for a 
series of stunning projec ons accomplished by 12 
Chris e Crimson WU31 3DLP® laser projectors. 
They were installed and commissioned by Hi‐
Tech Audio Systems, while Studio Trika served as the content creator and consultant of this major project. “We needed a 
rugged and reliable projec on system that can deliver bright and lifelike visuals, and the Crimson WU31 is the preferred 
choice as this projector model has been successfully deployed in numerous large‐scale outdoor projects in India,” said Ankit 
Gupta, head of finance and marke ng, Hi‐Tech Audio Systems. “We are most impressed with its compact chassis, color 
performance and omnidirec onal capabili es, which provided us with much flexibility during the installa on process.” 
chris edigital.com 

 

Chris e® HS Series 1DLP® laser 
projectors are ligh ng up the grand 
stage of reality music and costume 
art show The Masked Singer Vietnam 
with astounding visuals that 
complemented the performances and 
costumes of vocalists whose 
iden es are concealed. The highly 
an cipated television program 
features celebri es in outlandish 
costumes compe ng against each 
other to win the coveted Masked 
Singer trophy. It recently premiered 
on two subsidiary companies’ pla orms owned by DatVietVAC Group Holdings – VieON (a streaming service for movies, 
series, shows, and live TV) and Vie Channel – HTV2 (which owns and broadcasts entertainment programs on mul ple 
pla orms in Vietnam). The producer has made significant investments in contents, costumes, stage design, and cu ng‐edge 
AV equipment for The Masked Singer Vietnam to wow audiences and bolster the show’s success. The circular stage of The 
Masked Singer Vietnam is flanked by two huge face‐like structures that have become synonymous with the show, serving as 
tunnel entries for the contestants from backstage. They are ingeniously lit by four Chris e D20WU‐HS laser projectors 
installed and commissioned by Chris e’s trusted partner Alta Media, which specializes in systems integra on, digital content 
and show entertainment technology. “The gigan c faces of The Masked Singer Vietnam are the show’s biggest scenic 
elements onstage and we needed to ensure that both live and TV audiences are able to appreciate the eye‐catching visuals 
projected onto the polygonal surfaces of these iconic structures,” said Tai Hoang, co‐founder & CEO, Alta Media. 
Hoang noted that the four D20WU‐HS projectors are double‐stacked, fi ed on a truss and cross‐installed with a throw 
distance of 24 meters. chris edigital.com 

Chris e lights up The Masked Singer Vietnam 
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The Showroom at Twin Towns Resorts 
is a legendary venue in the town of 
Tweed Heads, New South Wales.  
The 1,000‐capacity Showroom’s 
loca on has made it a mainstay in the 
region’s live scene for vaca oners from 
around Australia who come to enjoy 
the climate and the nightlife.  
 
While The Showroom’s loca on may  
be ideal, the sound system was not. 
Over the years, visi ng mix engineers 
regularly men oned the challenge of 
ge ng great sound at the rear of the 
venue. So, when the pandemic hit,  
Twin Towns’ Opera ons and Produc on 
Manager, Lachlan Donaldson, astutely 
harnessed the club’s down me to 
upgrade its audio technology. With  a 
reduced promo onal and marke ng 
budget a er cancelling all the club's  

 

entertainment and rebooking the acts 
for later dates, Donaldson believed they 
could allocate funds towards acquiring a 
new front‐of‐house PA system. The 
system would need to be rider‐friendly 
and solve the coverage issues for the 
1,000‐capacity venue. Addi onally, it 
would need to be flexible enough to 
address the venue's changing sea ng 
op ons, which include a large flat‐floor, 
standing‐only configura on, or an 
alterna ve that includes both raised and 
raked sea ng. This versa le PA would 
also need to meet the demanding 
program requirements of the various 
acts that frequent the venue. 
 
Sydney and Brisbane‐based audio‐visual 
company Norwest, part of the NW 
Group, was invited by Donaldson to 
submit a loudspeaker design for The 
Showroom. A pre‐installa on 
Soundvision plot for The Showroom 
illustrated the overall system response, 
giving even coverage throughout with 
±3.5dB of varia on across all audience 
sea ng. This effec vely solved the back‐
of‐the‐room problem, ensuring the 
audio experience there was as dynamic 
and pris ne as the front.  

Panflex variable horizontal direc vity, 
along with A10i out‐fills, were the 
solu ons used to precisely control the 
coverage to match the geometry of the 
venue. 
 
The installa on consists of an array of 
six L‐Acous cs K3 on either side of the 
club’s stage. Under the stage, four KS28 
subwoofers provide low‐end rumble. 
Out‐fill and side‐fill are handled by  
L‐Acous cs A10i boxes that also u lise 
Panflex technology to match dispersion 
to the room's geometry. Two A10i 
provide centre fill, while a single A10i 
on each side compliments coverage for 
far le  and right seats. Two arrays of 
two A10i each cover the small rear 
sea ng area at the back of the venue, 
allowing it to be disabled when not in 
use. Stage front‐fill uses the low‐profile 
L‐Acous cs 5XT coaxial point source 
speakers and provides complimentary 
coverage for the front rows of the 
audience. LA12X and LA4X amplified 
controllers drive the whole system. 
 
l‐acous cs.com 

nwgroup.com.au 
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The Showroom live music venue 

LA12X and LA4X amplified  
controllers drive the whole system 



Leading LED display manufacturer, Absen, and the 
company’s Utah‐based long‐standing partner, Revel Media 
Group, have partnered with Salt Lake City’s Vivint Arena to 
install new Absen LED displays inside of the arena, ahead of 
the 2022/2023 Na onal Basketball Associa on (NBA) 
Regular season. 
 
Vivint Arena is home to the NBA’s Utah Jazz and the tle 
contenders have pressed their newly installed home 
advantage to start the season ablaze with as much resolu on 
as its arena’s new interior display upgrade. The company was 
founded in 2010 by Brian Fitzpatrick and Ma  Dopp. Revel 
Media Group specializes in Digital Signage, LED Installa on  
and a Cloud Based Content Crea on and Delivery System.  
 
Revel Media Group completed the installa on on me and 
within budget under the watchful eye of project coordinator, 
Vivint Arena. The Group’s co‐founder, Brian Fitzpatrick, said 
the installa on at Vivint Arena, which incorporates over 70 
million pixels is, “…truly one of a kind and will be the first in 
any American Stadium”. 
 
Absen’s director of sales engineer, US western region, Kobe 
Xiao commented, “Absen is delighted to be involved with  
such a drama c and historic spor ng installa on where  
Absen products add so much to the game experience with 
more pixels than any other stadium has yet seen in the US.”  
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Absen sets the ball rolling with first ever  
70‐million‐pixel NBA Arena installa on 
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The installa on encompasses upper 
and lower ribbons affixed to the sea ng 
gallery, the center hung display 
including sideline and baseline boards, 
trapezoid corners and the underbelly 
displays, as well as auxiliary boards 
serving courtside. Absen supplied the 
N4 Plus Series LED product that were 
specified throughout for installa on by 
Revel Media Group. 
 
Central to the viewing experience for 
the Utah Jazz fans in a endance is the 
vast center hung display system with its 
two approx. 40  x 24  sideline video 
displays and two end zone displays 
measuring 25.5  x 20 . The screen 
experience is maximized with four 
addi onal trapezoid‐shaped corner 
displays and viewing further extended 
via the four underbelly display boards 
each measuring approx. 17  x 10 .  
The upper and lower ribbons also 
create the WOW factors to audience, 
featuring 1733 panels and is over 820  
long, which is the equivalent of 3 
football fields around the en re arena. 
 
Absen’s NPlus LED display provides an 
excellent viewing experience for the 
fans in a endance. With content 
ranging from live game play and instant 
replays to sponsorship messages and 
game sta s cs, fans are afforded the 
excellent visual performance of 
seamless 4mm pixel pitch display on 
every visual surface from the ribbon 
displays to the four 825 sq  corner 
displays.  
 
Visual excellence also extends to the 
smaller courtside and entry way 
displays, where the light and thin 
design of Absen’s noise‐free N4Plus 
modules create a sleek finish with a 
depth of just 54mm. 

 
In addi on to the 
excellent visual 
performance of 
the N4Plus, the 
smart modules 
individually store, 
amongst a host of 
other important 
data, the 
calibra on detail, 
which is read 
automa cally 
when any module 
is replaced. The 
smart nature of 
the modules adds 
to the ease and 
speed of maintenance which can be 
approached by front or rear. 
 
With 21‐years professional experience 
in LED display, Absen’s commitment to 
advancing the capabili es of LED  

technology in line with the fast‐paced 
needs of global sport, has granted the 
company a winning posi on in the field, 
successfully providing high quality LED 
display services for the world’s top 
spor ng events such as the FIFA World 
Cup, the UEFA European 
championships, the NBA and the 
Formula 1 World Championships. 
Absen enjoys the market’s trust in its 
world‐class products and services and 
con nues to work closely with its 
partners in sport to achieve more firsts 
alongside them. 
 
 
www.absen.com 
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AVL TIMES had the exclusive 
opportunity to an interview with 
Ruben Rengel, Vice President of  
Global Business Development at 
ABSEN. Helming the responsibility  
for global business development as 
well as implemen ng Absen’s strategic 
plans, we are fortunate to have him 
share his views about the rapid 
progress of the company, and 
especially what's next for the brand. 
 
What aspects of Asia‐Pacific and/or 
Global market sectors make video 
technology an exci ng industry to be 
involved in?  
The really exci ng thing is that LED 
technology is always evolving. For 
example, a recent development is 
MicroLED which is crea ng a lot of  
buzz as it has the capability to replace 
tradi onal display technology including 
projec on and LCD video walls. This 
makes for an exci ng future as the 
poten al growth is exponen al, 
crea ng new opportuni es as it 
con nues on its upward trajectory. 
 
How much growth for your industry  
do you see in the next 2‐3 years for:  
(a) Asia‐Pacific, (b) EMEA, (c) North  
& South American markets?  
Absen is involved in many markets, so 
when analysing growth, we look at the 
ver cal markets we operate in, as well 
as across all our regions. At present we 
are seeing huge growth in the  

corporate market – and this looks set to 
con nue for some me yet. Alongside 
this, the OOH (Out of Home) market is 
likely to grow 10‐15% in the next 2‐3 
years. When looking at regions, we are 
aware that there is much work to be 
done in Asia‐Pacific which, for us, makes 
it an exci ng area in which to operate.  
EMEA however is a much more mature 
market, so the growth areas there are 
different to those in Asia‐Pacific. 
 
How much did the 2020‐2021 
pandemic crisis affect the business, and 
what new insights have you learned 
about the industry from those 2 years.  
Pre‐ pandemic, the rental market was 
equivalent to 50% of Absen’s revenue, 
but when the world came to a sharp 
stop in early 2020, we had to change 
our strategy. The crisis helped us to re‐
invent ourselves and look more closely 
at where we could grow our business. 
Both virtual produc on and extended 
reality applica ons took off, something 
that thankfully we had an cipated, so 
we were in a good posi on to take 
advantage of this exci ng trend.  
 
We also had to take a look at our 
corporate strategy as hybrid working 
became the norm, which completely 
changed the way mee ngs are 
conducted. With this new a new way of 
mee ng, corporate spaces have had to 
become more of an experience and 
crea ng immersive spaces within a  

 
corporate applica on became the most 
important trend in the corporate space.  
We are seeing a lot of opportunity for 
companies like Absen here. 
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An Interview with Ruben Rengel 

Vice President of Global Business Development, ABSEN 

Ruben Rengel 



Which markets are currently of most 
interest to you: rental, commercial 
install, worship, educa on, broadcast, 
studio, etc.  
The VP (Virtual Produc on) market is 
incredibly interes ng, and our R&D 
department is working relessly to 
bring products to market that are fit for 
that purpose. At our recent VP Forum in 
London, we spoke with those working 
in the VP industry and got lots of good 
feedback on current products, while 
also giving an exclusive showcase of our 
PR series, which has been specifically 
designed for VP applica ons.  The event 
was such a success that we are planning 
to make it an annual fixture.  
 
We’re also con nuing to grow our 
corporate por olio, with our award‐
winning Clear Cobalt Series, we have a 
product range that is suitable for all 
corporate applica ons.  
 
We also want to maintain our 
leadership posi on in Rental & Retail & 
OOH and con nue working with the 
largest companies in the world, 
delivering award winning projects. 

What is different about how the video 
market is today when compared to  
5‐years ago?  
LED technology has been completely 
transforma ve; narrow pixel pitch was 
not possible 5 years ago, or at least not 
ready to be rolled out on a large scale.  
It’s now a more affordable technology, 
allowing system integrators to move 
away from tradi onal LCD walls and 
projec on, and allowing them to 
implement the latest innova ve LED 
solu ons, bringing real innova ons to 
their clients.  
 
What are the newest market trends in 
video technology that have emerged 
over the last 24 months?  
 

Answers are all of the above and with 
the pandemic having made such an  
impact and increasing the sheer 
numbers of users of Zoom and 
Microso , businesses are inves ng in 
the solu ons needed for the new 
hybrid‐style corporate environment. 
 
What is the latest technology 
advancement that ABSEN is 
introducing in their product range 
currently sold in the market?   
Absen recently opened a 
manufacturing plant to solely produce 
COB (chip‐on‐board) products and we 
are seeing very strong demand for both 
these solu ons. 
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PR & CL (Virtual Production Market & Corporate Market) 



 
  

 
Please tell us what you personally find 
exci ng and/or challenging about 
being involved as a key par cipant in 
the growth of video technology for 
newer and future applica ons.  
Personally, I find it exci ng to face 
challenges, whether those challenges 
are technology‐based or within new 
and innova ve ver cals. It’s exci ng to 
be leading the market with Absen LED 
and to always be working on new 
products to bring to the market. 
Staying ahead of compe tors, is very 
exci ng as we have to keep innova ng 
to stay on top.  
 
And finally, what are ABSEN's dream 
to achieve in 2025?  
So far the Absen journey has been an 
exci ng one with many milestones 
along the way. We are passionate 
about con nuing on this path and 
maintain our brand reputa on and 
percep on in the marketplace. By 2025 
we want to be the number one global 
LED supplier in all the ver cals we 
operate in. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
www.absen.com 
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 PR & CL (Virtual Production Market & Corporate Market) 

Which recently completed or currently ongoing projects using your products  
are you most proud of? 

Shanghai – Inavate Award Winning in 2021 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LE6Xh4p2JMM&t=44s 



The 7th PLASE Show ‐ Vietnam's only interna onal exhibi on 
of professional performance equipment ‐ was held from  
3‐5 November in Ho Chi Minh City.  
 
Due to the impact of the Covid‐19 pandemic for two years, the 
country's live event and nightclub and bar sectors suffered 
heavy losses and almost died out, and only recently showing 
signs of rebirth. The 7th Plase show in Saigon also showed a 
change in the professional audio market, Vietnamese producers 
"resurged" strongly. , producing many lines of professional 
speakers for domes c demand .  
 
Although this year's showfloor decreased to only 1/3 compared 
to the same Pre‐Covid event in 2019, the 2022 show s ll put up 
a good event with over 30 brands par cipa ng in an area of 
more than 1,000m2. 
The crowds that 
filled the hall over 
the three days 
thoroughly enjoyed 
watching the  
various technical 
presenta ons and 
live performances 
from sixty‐six booths  
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PLASE SHOW 2022 

3‐5 November 2022, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 



 

 indoor while the outdoor live demonstra on 
featuring nine line array systems was the star of 
the event.  
 
While the size of the show has scaled down 
somewhat, it was good to see that PLASE show s ll 
a racted some famous global audio brands to 
par cipate. Some of these brands are: NEXO, 
Adamson, Turbosound, YAMAHA, Wharfedale,  
d&b audiotechnik, Coda, and Midas. Besides 
imported brands, there are Made in Vietnam 
brands such as: Viet KTV, SmartK, A Au, Prosing, 
PSD, Fill Acous c, TCB, Titan. 
 

www.plase.com.vn 
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100% B2B 
100% C2C 

0% COMMISSION 

提供各种类型的新的/二手的专业影音-     

   视频灯光、乐器和音响设备。 

      轻松找到您需要的任何产品。 

每天新推送 

 音频 

 视频 

 灯光 

 索具 

 乐器 

 复古音频 

 
 

COMING SOON! WWW.BUYNSELLAVL.COM 



Cameo presents the new P‐Series.  
The LED profile spotlights are aimed  
at professional users from the theatre, 
TV and event sectors and are available 
in Tungsten, Daylight and Full‐Color 
versions. In addi on to its light output 
and flexible handling, the P‐series also 
convinces with its extremely high CRI 
and TLCI values as well as a lifelike 
white light and colour rendering.  
 
Whether in the theatre, in a TV show or 
on an event stage ‐ people and objects 
must always be op mally illuminated to 
give spectators and cameras a perfect 
picture of what is happening. Those 
who set people and objects in mo on in 
scene with only one light beam must 
also be able to rely on two aspects: 
Handling and ligh ng quality. To meet 
these requirements of ligh ng 
designers, directors, agencies, ar sts or 
company directors in any situa on, 
Cameo has developed the P series.  
 
At the start, the P series includes the  
P2 T (Tungsten, 3,200 K), P2 D (Daylight, 
5,900 K) and P2 FC (Full‐Color, RGBAL) 
models. With a light output of up to 
17,000 lm (P2 FC), the P2 profilers are 
the perfect replacement for 
conven onal 1kW profiled spotlights.  
 
The units can be flexibly adapted to 
different stage requirements via a 
variety of op onal interchangeable 
lenses. There is a choice of 
interchangeable lenses with fixed beam 
angles (19°, 26°, 36° and 50°) as well as 
zoom lenses for the ranges 15°‐30° and 
25°‐50°.  
 
Even more versa le is the use in 
combina on with the op onally 
available Cameo iDMX S ck to control 
the LED profile spotlights not only via 
DMX and RDM, but also wirelessly via 
W‐DMX.  

In the development of the P‐series, 
Cameo has consciously orientated itself 
on the extremely successful theatre and 
TV spotlights of the F‐series. Thus, the F 
and P series harmonise with each other 
both visually and in terms of their 
photometric proper es, forming a 
perfectly matched ligh ng duo for 
theatres, TV, congresses and corporate 
events.  
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With the new S Series, Cameo is 
expanding its product por olio with 
IP65‐cer fied LED so  panels for 
outdoor use in the areas of TV/film, 
events, livestreams, and more. The 
star ng point is the S4 IP model which, 
thanks to its excellent colour 
rendering, puts people and objects in 
the limelight with a natural, diffuse 
light. In combina on with the wide 
range of accessories available from the 
market launch, the Cameo S Series is 
aimed at ligh ng technicians, 
illuminators and content producers 
looking for versa le professional 
so lights with sophis cated handling 
and control op ons. 
 
The compact S4 IP is based on 544 
single SMD LEDs per colour (RGBWW) 
arranged in a cluster of four. In 
combina on with the integrated 
calibra on chip, the S4 IP has extremely 
natural colour rendering (CRI 95, TLCI 
91) as well as excep onal coverage of 
the extended Rec. 2020 colour space of 
85%. In addi on, the adjustable colour 
temperature, with its wide range of 
1,800 to 10,000 Kelvin, enables use in 
all environments. 
 
When developing the new S Series, 
Cameo placed the highest value on the 
housing concept, and handling. The 
fixed handles on the sides ensure safe 
and comfortable transport and allow 
the panels to be quickly aligned with 
people and objects on set. In 
accordance with the IP65 cer fica on 
of the S4 IP, the so  panel has 
waterproof and lockable powerCON 
TRUE1 device connectors. It can be 
controlled via DMX, W‐DMX, ArtNet, 
sACN or RDM. Opera on is either on 
the unit itself, or via EZRemote using 
the op onal UNICON DMX/RDM 
controller. 

 
As ligh ng allrounders, so  panels are 
used in a wide variety of environments 
– indoors and outdoors. To make the S4 
IP the ideal, flexible companion in every 
situa on, Cameo has not compromised 
on accessory op ons. In addi on to the 
supplied Omega bracket and the 
standard diffuser, the spectrum ranges 
from Honey Combs, with 30° and 60° 
beam angles, to Intensifiers and Heavy 
Diffusers, to Barndoors, a Centre Mount 
Yoke or a V‐Mount adapter for ba ery 
opera on. In addi on, the op onal dark 
filter ensures inconspicuous integra on 
in any scenery. 
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Dear Reality launches EXOVERB, a 
totally new reverb plugin that adds  
an as yet unheard three‐dimensional 
depth and width percep on to stereo 
produc ons. Blending the mix with the 
most natural reverb, the plugin offers 
50 true‐to‐life acous c scenes, relying 
on EXOVERB’s proprietary reverb 
engine with synthesized spa al mul ‐
IRs. Incorpora ng the fundamentals  
of spa al hearing, EXOVERB enables 
enhanced control of the spa al 
distance percep on, which will clean 
up the stereo mix, leaving more space 
for addi onal instruments. 
 
EXOVERB provides 50 hand‐tailored 
acous c scenes in four categories 
(Ambiences, Rooms, Halls, and Plates), 
perfectly tuned for modern music 
produc on. Each preset is based on 
mul ple synthesized impulse responses 
(IRs) developed with Dear Reality’s 
proprietary so ware and exper se in 
immersive audio. “Though spa al audio 
technology offers new perspec ves on 
sound and the listener’s immersion,  
it is o en overlooked that stereo can 
produce an immersive sound field with 
realis c depth, too – if done right,” 
explains Achim Fell, co‐CEO of Dear  

 
Reality, adding that “with EXOVERB,  
we unlock this capability by applying  
the fundamentals of our spa al audio 
technology to our first pure stereo 
reverb plugin.” 
 
In keeping with Dear Reality’s ease of 
use philosophy, EXOVERB features a 
straigh orward user interface where 
the reverb can be perfectly adapted to 
the individual mix. An innova ve  

 
triangle pad helps select the perfect  
blend of reverb, early reflec ons, and 
dry signals by se ng the ra o of the 
early reflec ons and the late reverb  
on the x‐axis and the level of dry and 
wet signals on the y‐axis. Moreover, 
EXOVERB provides direct access to 
commonly used parameters such as Pre
‐Delay, Size, Decay, and Width, without 
the user having to dive into sub‐menus 
as with many other reverb tools. 
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The EXOVERB user interface 



By default, EXOVERB provides a greater 
sense of depth with natural spa al 
separa on. Using the Depth parameter, 
the front‐back space of the mix can be 
further adjusted, thereby increasing the 
percep on of depth in stereo mixes. 
 
“The percep on of auditory events is 
inseparably linked with their posi on in 
space,” explains Felix Lau, Product 
Owner at Dear Reality. “The fascina on 
for this rela onship between the 
posi on of sound in space and how its 
posi on is perceived and recreated by 
the listener’s brain is what has brought 
me into spa al audio in the first place. 
With EXOVERB, we are now making this 
rela on in space accessible for stereo 
produc ons.” 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Furthermore, EXOVERB provides three 
separate EQs to shape early reflec ons, 
decay, and summed signal. Each 3‐band 
EQ includes a low‐shelf, a parametric, 
and a high‐shelf filter to get the op mal 
reverb sound for the mix. 
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EXOVERB is available now in the Dear Reality store at www.dear‐reality.com/products/exoverb 

Acoustics Scenarios 

EXOVERB goes beyond two-dimensional stereo sound,  
relying on Dear Reality’s proprietary reverb engine with  

synthesized spatial multi-IRs 

Versatile EQs 

Speeds up the creative mixing process:  
EXOVERB’s innovative triangle pad lets  

you intuitively hit the sweet spot 



HARMAN Professional Solu ons, the 
global leader in audio, video, ligh ng 
and control, today introduced the JBL 
PRX900 Series of loudspeakers and 
subwoofers, which feature advanced 
acous cs, comprehensive DSP, 
unrivaled power performance and 
complete BLE control via the JBL Pro 
Connect app.  
 
The line, which includes three powered 
two‐way loudspeakers and two 
powered subwoofers, is built from the 
ground up to leverage JBL’s most 
advanced acous c innova ons.  
 
All‐new proprietary driver systems—
powered by ultra‐efficient Class D 
amplifiers—deliver clarity and 
defini on even at maximum volume, 
with improved dispersion and beam 
width and smooth low‐frequency 
extension.  
 
The PRX900 Series’ class‐leading DSP 
package, accessible via onboard LCDs 
and the JBL Pro Connect app, includes 
12‐band parametric EQ for system 
tuning and nuanced tonal control, and 
integrated dbx Drive Rack technology, 
featuring live and fixed Automa c 
Feedback Suppression, so  system 
limiter with Soundcra  Overeasy op on 
and speaker delay se ngs and presets. 

Use the JBL Pro Connect app to control 
up to 10 speakers, integrate with JBL 
EON ONE MK2, PRX ONE, and EON700 
systems, and access app‐only func ons 
including speaker snapshots and 
grouping.  
 
The PRX900 Series is designed to 
withstand the rigors of the road. Rigid 
composite loudspeaker cabinets feature 
computer‐modeled ribbing for op mal 
acous c performance and durability, 
while subwoofers are housed in 18 mm 
birch cabinets with op mized bracing 
for smooth, accurate low‐frequency 
response. Like with every JBL product, 
everything is reinforced by industry‐
leading test and valida on protocols  

 

and the series is backed by an 
unprecedented seven‐year warranty. 
 
The PRX900 Series is a versa le solu on 
for DJs and bands, music venues, rental 
houses, corporate A/V providers, or 
anyone who seeks durable professional 
systems that deliver powerful, room‐
filling sound in any portable or installed 
scenario.  
 
Key innova ons include: 

 All‐New Acous c Designs 

 Superior Power Performance 

 Class‐Leading DSP 

 Versa le and Scalable 

 The Pro Connect Ecosystem 

 Rugged and Road‐Worthy 
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HARMAN Professional Solu ons, the 
global leader in audio, video, ligh ng 
and control, today introduces the 
Mar n Exterior Linear Pro series.  
This range of permanent, compact,  
LED‐based outdoor and indoor 
architectural fixtures harness the  
latest linear technologies, enabling 
drama cally low power consump on 
while delivering powerfully robust 
lumen output.  
 
The new models are highly efficient  
and incredibly impac ul, ideal for 
architects, system integrators, electrical 
contractors and other professionals, 
needing striking direct and indirect 
illumina on of walls, ceilings, textured 
and decora ve surfaces in stadiums  
and arenas, cruise ships, theme parks, 
hotels, casinos, bridges, tunnels, or 
similar applica ons.  
 
To meet a wide range of needs and 
requirements, the series is available  
in Cove, Graze and Direct View (DV) 
models in QUAD color and tunable 
white (CTC) light engines and in 1‐foot 
and 4‐foot lengths. The slim design and 
low weight also make them easier to 
integrate into architectural elements 
discreetly and with 
less structural 
requirements. And 
with a high focus on 
sustainability, all 
models are shipped 
in FSC cer fied 
packaging. 

Ease Of Installa on (All Models)  
Flexible change‐of‐beam angles are 
included for late design changes and  
on‐site adjustments. A smart moun ng 
plate design offers a variety of standard 
or custom bracket solu ons.  
 
Smart Infrastructure (All Models) 
Fixtures are DMX‐controllable and  
easy to install due to their integrated 
universal power supply. They can also 
be daisy‐chained using a combined 
power and data connector, which 
enables long fixture runs for simpler 
infrastructures.  
 
Efficient Opera on (All Models)  
With more than 50 lm/W(QUAD) and  
60 lm/W(CTC), Exterior Linear Pro 
fixtures are highly efficient. Mul ple 
power modes (12W/10W/5W, including 
ASHRAE compliance) can be set via 
Remote Device Management (RDM) to 
reduce power consump on as needed. 
 
Superior Temperature Control  
(CTC Models)  
Cold, neutral, and warm LEDs are 
included for precise color temperature 
control from 2700K to 6500K at high 
efficacy with 12 LEDs/ .  

They also feature a high color rendering 
index (CRI) covering the en re color 
temperature spectrum. 
 

Granular Ligh ng Control  
(QUAD Models)  
An integrated 6‐inch (15 cm) segment 
mode enables more granular ligh ng 
control for organic and subtle looks.  
 
Sophis cated Color Control  
(QUAD Models)  
QUAD color fixtures include logic RGB 
control of the RGBW engine, making it 
easier to mix colors when the white 
color is automa cally calculated. 
Factory calibra on of colors offers 
superior consistency and user‐
selectable default color temperature 
with the ability to set a favorite default 
color temperature. Fine segment 
control is also included for more 
organic and subtle color transi ons.  
 
Premixed Colors with Color Boost 
(QUAD Models)  
QUAD color LEDs deliver an enhanced 
visual appearance with homogenous 
color mixing and high lumen output of 
mixed colors. A color boos ng feature 
is also included for full powered 
illumina on of a single color or mixed 

colors, making them 
up to three mes 
brighter than 
comparable fixtures 
yet boas ng lower 
total power 
consump on. 
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H Series is NovaStar’s flagship all‐in‐
one video splicing processor, designed 
specifically for fine‐pitch LED 
applica ons. H Series u lizes a full 
hardware slot structure with high‐
performance FPGA processing and 
ultra‐speed Crosspoint matrix 
switching technology, providing 
powerful signal processing capabili es. 
It is the first all‐in‐one splicer and 
controller in the industry, which 
greatly simplifies system integra on.  
H Series features true 4K video 
processing. With the leading image 
processing technology in the industry, 
it can give you an astonishing visual 
effect, truly making it the perfect 
solu on for fine‐pitch LED applica ons. 
 
All‐in‐One — Simple design, yet 
complex integra on  
While u lizing module mainframe 
connec vity, the H series highly 
integrates splice processing and display  
control to achieve true all‐in‐one, which 
simplifies system interconnec on 
structure for customers. It will also 
reduce equipment failure rates, and 
improve equipment opera on and 
maintenance to a whole new level. 
 
 

True flexibility — Awakens new 
sensory experience  
H series supports numerous layers with 
an unrestricted arrangement. Each 
output daughterboard provides 16 
layers. The layers can freely cross 
different output loading areas while 
keeping layer size the same. Layers can 
be in any posi on, overlapped, or 
unlimited scaled. It supports func ons 
such as image capture, layer 
configura on, layer rota on, and more. 
This all helps you realize your crea vity 
and create a cap va ng visual effect. 
 
True 4K — Display 
every pixel in its 
intended beauty  
To meet the client’s 
display requirements,  
H Series achieves true 
4K (4K x 2K@60Hz, 
RGB 4:4:4, 10bit) 
signal collec on, 
processing, and 
output. It can be 
configured with 
DP1.2, HDMI2.0, or 
other high‐defini on 
4K daughterboards  

 

to realize ultra‐high‐resolu on display. 
Input and output signal support full 
60FPS smooth processing without lag 
or frame loss, fully showcasing the 
details of the image. The en re system 
has 10bit color depth processing, which 
sharply increases color expressiveness 
and provides a smoother transi on for 
be er image quality. 
 
High image quality — Rebuild original 
vision  
To handle the exis ng requirements of 
fine‐pitch displays, H Series features 
comprehensive image quality 
enhancements. The internal high‐
defini on image processing engine, 
support for HDR, wide color gamut 
transmission, high contrast, and 
abundant colors, those all provide 
more details in both light and shadow. 
NovaStar’s HQ high‐quality scaling 
technology, which includes an adap ve 
content scaling engine. This technology 
prevents loss of details and border 
errors when zooming out, as well as 
jagged edges and blurring when 
zooming in, allowing for a perfect 
recovery of the original image. 
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Super stability — Mul ple safeguards 
for peace of mind  
Hot plugs for inputs and outputs and 
smart data recovery func ons provide 
safety, stability, and convenient 
opera on. An industrial‐grade  

redundant power module ensures  
stable opera on for the course of your 
en re applica on. The LCD touch screen 
on the front panel provides real‐ me 
monitoring of the main device and 
daughterboard transmission status,  

 

further increasing stability. Supports 
real‐ me display readback from the 
screen, which gives you total control 
over your applica on for a truly trouble
‐free experience. 
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Bridging the divide between manual 
generic and fully automated fixtures, 
the TX1 PosiProfile™ combines both 
worlds into one revolu onary 
luminaire. 
 
Designed to operate as a fully‐fledged 
moving head profile or as a sta c but 
reposi onable profile, the unique TX1 
PosiProfile™ allows posi oning and 
opera on within extremely confined 
spaces where crew access is 
problema c or movement op ons are 
severely limited or not required.  
 
Usually, fixtures require pre‐use pan 
and lt movement to calibrate to 
ensure accurate control when power 
cycling. Not so with the TX1! Via our 
new MAPS™ (Mo onless Absolute 
Posi oning System) patented 
technology, the luminaire remains 
mo onless while calibra ng, unlike all 
other fixtures that must at least move 
to their home posi on.  
 
Using our Robe patented BARS™ (Brake 
A ribute Reten on System) operated 
directly from your console, TX1 remains 
sta c due to its ability to lock motorised 
a ributes, such as pan and lt, zoom 
and focus, in place. The fixture remains 
there un l they are released. Able to 
restrict movement before even 
installa on via either the onboard 
QVGA display or from your console, you 
are protected against collision and 
accidental damage when TX1 is in 
extremely ght spaces. Fully func onal, 
the TX1 maintains the full movement 
capabili es of a standard moving head 
profile, allowing it to operate as such. 
With a patented MSL‐TE™ 500W Mul ‐
Spectral LED engine genera ng over 
13.500‐lumen output, you have all the 
advantages of data harves ng, cost‐
effec ve engine change and longevity 
that TRANSFERABLE ENGINE technology 
delivers. 
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Even the mighty need the right 
protec on! With unique game‐
changing patented technology, you  
can shi  the power outside, rain or 
shine, dust, smoke and haze, with  
the iFORTE™! 
 
The most powerful member of the 
Robe iSeries, the IP65‐rated iFORTE™ 
combines far‐reaching output and 
feature‐rich effects in a fully protected 
package, capable of handling all the 
challenges of being outdoors.  
 
iFORTE™ negates the tradi onal weight 
penalty associated with IP‐rated 
fixtures being only 1.5 kg heavier than 
the indoor FORTE™. With its class‐
leading form factor, size and 
appearance, and all the features and 
iden cal performance of the indoor 
original, iFORTE™ enables seamless 
integra on with each other, even on 
the same truss if desired!  
 
The ingenious ingress protec on 
system has been specifically designed 
to allow standard maintenance and 
prepara on procedures, such as 
TRANSFERABLE ENGINE exchange and 
gobo replacement without any 
addi onal tools, as gobo change or 
maintenance work can be done on‐site.  
 
The onboard RAINS™ (Robe Automa c 
Ingress Neutraliza on System) manages 
humidity, temperature and pressure 
control using an ac ve monitoring 
system to automa cally remove any 
moisture detected within the fixture 
and provides constant monitoring to 
ensure peak performance. iFORTE™ 
automa cally runs a self‐test every me 
it senses a cover was removed and 
replaced. This self‐test, taking no more 
than 3 minutes, provides an error 
message if covers were not replaced 
correctly or locking screws were 
incorrectly ghtened (Patent pending).  
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Vari-Lite X-Series Console 
 

Vari‐Lite, industry pioneers in moving 
head ligh ng control and a Signify 
(Euronext: LIGHT) entertainment ligh ng 
brand, today announces the Neo X15 and 
Neo X5, a family of high‐performance 
ligh ng consoles designed for mixed‐use 
facili es such as performing arts centers; 
stadiums and arenas; houses of worship; 
studios; schools; and more. The new X15 
is Vari‐Lite’s flagship, high‐performance 
ligh ng console, offering 15 
mul func onal motorized playbacks and 
backlit encoders, and can output over 
50,000 channels out of the box. The 
intui ve hardware layout includes two 
built‐in monitors, a so  touch control 
screen, and built‐in audio I/O connec vity 
that makes it easy to integrate ligh ng 
cues with sound effects, videos, and more. 
A smaller 5‐fader X5 console is expected out early next year, with the same processor, build quality, and 100 universes of 
DMX as the X15. The all‐new Neo 4.0 so ware on the X Series helps designers find the perfect look in less me by including 
an advanced effects engine that supports pixel mapping, media playback, melines and more. 
vari‐lite.com 

Elation Proteus Excalibur™ Sky Motion 
 

That sweeping, powerful, a en on‐grabbing searchlight effect that you see 
at a Hollywood movie premiere, or any number of high‐profile events, has 
tradi onally been the domain of cumbersome and inefficient Xenon 
ligh ng systems. Ela on Professional is changing all that with Sky Mo on, 
an automated sky tracker system in its compact Proteus Excalibur™ beam 
moving head that allows the unit to operate as an impac ul searchlight 
effect without the need for a dedicated ligh ng controller. Built into the 
latest firmware of the Proteus Excalibur and accessible via a simple menu 
display, Sky Mo on searchlight mode allows an Excalibur unit or group of 
Excaliburs to create the famous sky tracker effect. The Sky Mo on system 
operates autonomously and is quick and easy to set up directly from the 
fixture display. With the simple assignment of IDs, a variety of searchlight 
pa erns can easily be adjusted for size, speed, and color. Choose from a 
variety of a rac ve movement designs like Hollywood, Sky Tracer, 
Searchlight, Diagonal, Sweep and more, and even customize the look live 
right from the fixture. With 7500 lux at a distance of 100m, the Proteus 
Excalibur is the brightest IP65 full‐featured beam fixture on the market. It 
houses an ultra‐efficient 550W Flex discharge lamp and projects an ultra‐
narrow 0.8‐degree beam that cuts effortlessly through the sky and is visible 
at great distances. 
ela onligh ng.com 
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Spotlight Hyperion VD 700 
 

The Hyperion Series grows again! 
Discover the power of 700W.  
Our luminaires Fresnel, Profile, 
Plano‐Convex and Followspot  
700W are the top of our range: 
their power makes them the  
ideal solu on for ligh ng large 
theaters. The revolu onary  
8‐color LED technology, with  
two white phosphors, combines 
diodes emi ng the usual primary 
colors ‐ red, green and blue ‐  
with addi onal sources of amber, 
cyan and lime. This allows the 
luminaire not only to emit a wider 
color spectrum and with a more 
uniform curve, but also provides  
a constantly high index, up to CRI 
97: a very high color rendering! Our 700W fixtures combine their high power with the noise‐free emissions required by the 
Performing Arts. In theatre it is essen al that there is no disturbing noise that can nega vely affect the performance, the play 
or the opera. For this reason, the in‐depth audiometric measurements on our devices determine their adequacy and are 
validated by the Sound and Vibra on Laboratory ‐ PSVL of the Politecnico di Milano. 
spotlight.it/illuminazione 

CHAUVET Maverick Storm 2 BeamWash 
 

The Maverick Storm 2 BeamWash is the first in the next 
genera on of Maverick IP65 rated moving heads (profile 
fixtures are wai ng to delight on the horizon). Intensely 
bright, with an output close to 10,000 lumens, this 
newcomer, which features 19 50‐wa  RGBW LEDs in its 
center pixel array and an outer ring of 0.2‐wa  RGB LEDs, 
can light up even the largest stadium or amphitheatre. With 
a zoom range that goes down to 3.6 the Maverick Storm 2 
BeamWash can create searingly ght aerial beams. Then, 
when it’s me for a wide wash, that range can go up to a 
generous 53.4 ‐ all in a rigging‐friendly package that weighs 
in at under 22 kg. 
 
chauvetprofessional.com 
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PROLIGHTS EclSoft LinearIP 
 

PROLIGHTS released the EclSo  
LinearIP, an IP65‐rated linear so ‐
light with all the colour features of 
the EclPanel TWC range, suitable for 
film, TV or touring produc ons. The 
EclSo  LinearIP has several colour 
control modes: RGBW, RGB, CMY, 
HSI, XY, RAW Direct, CCT linear and 
CCT presets with +/‐ green shi , 
source emula on and industry‐
standard colour gels. Each of its 15 
pixels can be controlled individually 
through DMX/RDM, Ethernet 
protocols, Wireless DMX (CRMX and 
W‐DMX), or the built‐in cinema 
effects engine. The 230W RGB + 
Warm White LED engine produces 
an incredible 13,000‐lumen output, whilst keeping perfectly mixed colours and precise white tones, from tungsten to 
daylight, maintaining a high CRI, TLCI and TM‐30 values. This fixture is also Spektra™ calibrated, mee ng the new colour 
calibra on standard that PROLIGHTS recently unveiled, where units with marking match exactly in the same colour space. 
There are many accessories available for the EclSo  LinearIP fixture, including a range of op cal filters and beam shaping 
accessories. The fixture has an onboard driver and power supply, making it incredibly easy to rig and run power and data 
cables.  
prolights.it 

PROLIGHTS ArcPod in variable white 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The new ArcPod 15VW, ArcPod 27VW, and ArcPod 48VW exterior floods have a tunable white range between 2,700K to 
6,500K, benefi ng from their bi‐colour capabili es to deliver a punchy white output whilst preserving a high CRI and TM30 
value. The ArcPod 15VW has a 15,000lm output, while the ArcPod 27VW has a 26,000lm output. As for the bigger version, 
the ArcPod 48VW, it has an outstanding brightness of 46,000lm. Their robust and IP66, weatherproofed die‐cast aluminium 
body has a slim and fanless design, making it adaptable for any permanent outdoor installa on. While the ArcPod fixtures 
have diverse na ve beam angles, PROLIGHTS developed addi onal op cs that can be placed in front of the floods and vary 
the units' angles. 
prolights.it 
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Lightware TPX Extenders 
for AV/IT environments 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next‐genera on TPX extenders are the first AVXT based devices from Lightware which extend signals easily in a plug‐and‐
play way. Addi onally, the devices extend signals over a single CATx cable (up to 100 meters), allow fan‐less, passive cooling 
and include Extended Display Iden fica on Data (EDID) management. As an SDVoE‐compliant extender, TPX devices allow  
for HDMI 2.0 signal management with support for the HDCP 2.3 and Dolby Vision standard to deliver HDR content, while  
also providing compa bility with So ware Defined Video over Ethernet (SDVoE™) endpoints connected point‐to‐point.  
TPX extenders offer 4k60Hz video signal distribu on over a distance of 100 meters with ultra‐low latency using 10GbE  
IT‐networks. Having TPX devices integrated into exis ng industry‐standard 10GbE environments enables customers to  
run and support a single infrastructure with a significantly reduced total cost of ownership. 
lightware.com 

FENIX AC-504B Lifting Tower Accessory 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this issue we are presen ng the new AC‐504B li ing tower accessory. This accessory has been designed to li  29cm 
triangular truss structures (ST‐29) in a way that the triangle is inverted to hang sound and ligh ng equipment on the central 
edge, balancing the weight of our structure for maximum safety. Moreover, Fenix would like to remind you that they recently 
launched the AC‐626 as well as its black version: AC‐626B. This accessory is very versa le for a large number of loudspeakers 
because, thanks to its Ø35mm cup, it allows us to place almost any type of loudspeaker in a fast and comfortable way, 
allowing to fix the accessory to any truss structure with Ø50mm tube. 
fenixstage.com 
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MEGA-LITE DECO Indy Pendant Q96 
 

The DECO Indy Pendant Q96 offers a bold and elegant approach to indoor ligh ng. 
Featuring Red, Green, Blue and Warm White color mixing, it provides bright radiant 
colors for ambient and wide key ligh ng. The 29K Warm White allows it to create 
warm atmospheres. The adjustable cable length grants you the ability to adjust its 
hanging length between 0‐8  from the moun ng base, ideal for a variety of ceiling 
heights. As part of the DECO Series, the Indy Pendant Q96 is designed to provide 
versa lity with simplicity by being able to connect to a number of different DECO 
Drivers for power and control. The use of the Voltage over Ethernet method enables 
this fixture to be easily installed without the need for conduit. The unit is available in 
nickel and black. 
mega.ligh ng/product/deco‐indy‐pendant‐q96 

beyerdynamic XELENTO 2nd Generation 
 

The 2nd genera on of beyerdynamic’s audiophile XELENTO 
in‐ear headphones are true gems. They unite the tradi onal 
manufacturer’s world‐renowned exper se, highest acous c 
requirements, and genuine cra smanship. Flexible in use, 
with a noble design and first‐class sound, XELENTO make 
not only audiophile hearts beat faster. XELENTO is 
handcra ed with the highest precision to the highest level 
of quality directly at the company's headquarters in 
Heilbronn, Germany. They offer a first‐class high‐resolu on 
sound experience and are driven by beyerdynamic's own 
Tesla technology in its smallest form factor to date: The 
TESLA.11 driver ensures an excep onal level of detail, 
unparalleled spa ality, and depth of sound that will delight 
music lovers. The eleven‐millimetre, dynamic, one‐way 
driver combines beyerdynamic's acous c exper se, 
engineering, and cra smanship into a brilliant technical 
masterpiece. The audio experts from Heilbronn have 
uniquely succeeded in integra ng the highest performance 
and sound quality into a graceful in‐ear design. A special 
new acous c filter provides even more fine detail and 
lightness in the high‐frequency range. Paired with perfectly matched  
mids, highs and bass, the sound quality is raised to a new level. 
beyerdynamic.com 
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Christie HS Series 1DLP 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chris e® is pleased to announce the launch of the next genera on of its popular HS Series 1DLP® projectors with three new 
models. Ranging in brightness from 15,750 lumens to 23,650 lumens, the new models feature enhanced color performance 
for bright, bold visuals with new Chris e BoldColor+™ technology. The DWU15‐HS, DWU19‐HS and DWU23‐HS are 15,750, 
19,150 and 23,650 lumens respec vely, increasing the range of brightness while maintaining the legacy of reliability, quiet 
opera on, and cost‐efficiency of the original HS Series. With the addi on of new BoldColor+, colors in the new genera on of 
HS Series projectors are brighter and bolder with deeper blacks and more natural  
and realis c on‐screen images. 
chris edigital.com 

Christie CounterAct UR10 
 

As we con nue to see relaxed COVID‐19 restric ons — leaving the onus 
of safety in the hands of business operators, owners and facili es 
managers — global visual technologies company Chris e® is pleased to 
introduce its newest CE‐ and UL‐ cer fied commercial UVC‐LED 
disinfec on light fixture for occupied, indoor spaces. Chris e 
CounterAct™ UR10 with UVC‐LED and patented Care222® far‐UVC ‐ plus 
visible light, in a single unit, is recommended for commercial offices, 
government facili es, schools, transit hubs, retail shops, medical 
buildings — for enhanced and safe airborne and surface disinfec on 
wherever people gather indoors, in public places. CounterAct UR10 
builds on the release of the CA20, Chris e’s first far‐UVC disinfec on 
fixture, and the desire among global business and government leaders to 
increase confidence and improve wellbeing in our indoor spaces, such as 
mee ng rooms, classrooms, and other places people gather. Combining 
filtered Care222® far‐UVC light with upper room high‐power mercury‐
free UVC‐LED, CounterAct UR10 is an evolu on in technology for 
trea ng both surfaces and air in occupied indoor spaces. 
chris edigital.com 
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